Snack eos

My second time there and again we had great food with attentive service. Amazing food and
service. The kitchen even gave us a small treat! Delicious food, excellent friendly service, cozy,
not noisy, was able to have a conversation with my date without screaming. Great, except a little
noisy. Staff was excellent. I would return next time in NYC. Love this place. The food is delicious
and the staff is attentive and fun. I always look forward to walking through the door and being
greeted with a smile and sometimes a hug! It was a very good restaurant for a relaxing weekend
dinner with friends. A Greek fusion was well done! A bigger wine list with more Greek wines
would have been nice. A solid 4 stars. The service was good with very friendly staff. We also
enjoyed everything that we ordered. My only criticism is that the pork souvlaki was more pulled
pork than souvlaki - still very tasty though! Our waiter Justin was very helpful and had a
wonderful sense of humor. The food was delicious as usual. We went for our Anniversary
without them even knowing that. Nevertheless the waiter was so attentive and gave special
individualized service to us both. I sampled wines to pair with my lamb dish which was done to
perfection. It's a small and intimate venue, in a cozy setting within a quiet atmosphere. We will
return. Our second time in this place. Both time went before show. Food is delicious and service
is good. The food was not up to prior standards. Ok, have been to Snack EOS on several
occasions as this is usually one our top neighborhood spots. But on this occasion, service was
somewhat lacking, server seemed somewhat aloof and actually just disappeared without letting
us know someone else would be covering. Though, the food this time around was just not up to
par from what we have come to expect. We had the maltagliati with lamb ragu as an entree,
which tasted somewhat bland lacking seasoning or something; though appetizers were great!
All and all would still recommend a visit for Greek cuisine in a laid back chill atmosphere with
usually great food and service at a reasonable price. It was awful. Food was ok. Service was
poor and there was an error on bill. The food was delicious. The restaurant was a little warm but
the weather was extremely hot outside. Excellent food! Excellent service! Book them and go is
my recommendation. You will not be disappointed! The staff was very accommodating and
made great recommendations. Amazing Greek food. The staff here is friendly and the tables are
set up nicely; the menu is Mediterranean but diverse and interesting. Good service, decent food.
It felt overpriced though. Great staff. Delicious food, creative bar. We waited for 40 minutes and
got no food! They kept saying the food was coming. They didn't even apologize. Great food,
good service, a terrific pre-theater choice! Booked this for a quick lunch before a Broadway
show. Luckily we left 2 hours for lunch. Food was fabulous. Restaurant was empty. We were a
party of 8 with reservations. We waited and waited for service. Once the food was ordered we
waited and waited for food. When it arrived everyone of us was delighted with how yummy the
food was. Then we waited and waited for service. We ordered coffee. We waited for coffee for so
long that we cancelled it, paid and left. The most incredible part was that there were were only
two tables with patrons the entire time we were there. Service should have been spot on. Lunch
took us 1 hour and 40 minutes for salads and sandwiches at a pre-theater location. Strangely
enough we all would consider returning despite the service, because we enjoyed the food so
much! Very odd. We hope it was an off day. The food was delicious and the staff was wonderful.
My family is a little loud and crazy and the waiters and staff put up with our shenanigans very
very well. Everyone was extremely friendly and welcoming. The food was delicious and well
prepared. I would recommend this place to anyone in the area and especially before attending a
Broadway show as we did. I went here with a friend to catch up. Here's what we enjoyed:
Appetizers: grilled calamari salad adding cilantro to the salad was an amazing touch! The
potatoes were grilled to a crunch on the outside and fluffy on the inside; the roasted tomatoes
stuffed with feta and served over greens were delicious. I have already recommended this
restaurant to co-workers and friends and plan to take my parents here on their next visit.
Everything was delicious and friendly service. Loved the dips. We were one of two patrons at
the restaurant so it was very quiet rare in NYC. The waiters were very sociable and made
delicious recommendations. Would definitely recommend. My wife and I dined there pre show.
We were early for dinner so just a few people were there. The waiter easy friendly and
accommodating. We had the 3 dip sampler and it was delicious. We had also a roasted beet
salad and Greek salad which we shared. Both were fresh and we thoroughly enjoyed it. Next we
shared the braised lamb shank. It was meaty and plenty for two after having had the pita dips
and salads. We finished off with a molten chocolate cake with walnuts raspberries and walnuts.
While no large it hit the spot. So chocolaty it was to die for. I will go back next time I am there.
Nearby theatres and Penn Station so it was convenient even though we were seeing a show at
Radio City Music Hall as we enjoy walking in the city. Terrific pre theater food at a reasonable
price but the noise level is very, very energetic. SMall place with superior food and a slightly
more modern turn on Greek food. Excellent service that asks when you need to leave and they
get you out on time. Food is really worth trying just wish the noise level was not as LOUD as it

is. We had brunch in Snack TAverna on Bedford street - awesome lamb sandwich and lemon
chicken soup!! So good we decided to go back but since Eos was closer to ur hotel on W58th
street - went the other night. The food was absolutely wonderful. I made a mistake with the wine
prices - the old saying of its too god to be true then t aint! At end of dy highly recommend and
would go back x. Good food, horrid service near penn station. Worthwhile if you are looking for
a decent place near bus or train. The happy hour menu listed on here states " daily pm" is a lie,
there no such a thing like that. Great Food and service! Enjoyed the evening. We would
recommend it. Wonderful option in the area for satisfying, interesting food, decent value. Noise
level can be a problem. Try to go off hours. The experience was positive from start to finish.
Very friendly waitstaff, great food and decent prices. Didn't try many things that I would like to
in the future. Overall, excellent. Very nice neighborhood place a for pre- theater meal. Very good
food and friendly service. The "Snack" in the name is misleading -- it's a real restaurant, worth
the short walk from the theater district. Interesting, well-prepared food; great value; very nice
staff. Permanently Closed - Snack Eos offers takeout which you can order by calling the
restaurant at Permanently Closed - Snack Eos is rated 4. Skip to Main Content. Sign up Sign in.
Restaurants are struggling due to Covid. Full List of Metros. Overview Photos Menu Reviews.
Permanently Closed - Snack Eos. Top Tags : Neighborhood Gem. Fit for Foodies. Great for
Lunch. Restaurants you may also like. Carmine's - 44th Street - NYC. Tavern on the Green. The
Smith- Lincoln Square. Rosa Mexicano by Lincoln Center. Tacuba Hell's Kitchen. Empellon
Midtown. Tony's Di Napoli - Midtown. Bond Quality Italian - New York. The View Restaurant. The
Smith - Midtown. This restaurant is permanently closed. With a stylish vibe and friendly,
professional service, Snack EOS is a warm and welcoming space that features barrel vaulted
ceilings, exposed brick walls and floor to ceiling windows. We welcome private events and
off-site catering. Cold Meze. A Sampler of Tzatziki, Muhammara and Melitzanosalata. A Sampler
plus One Extra Dip. Roasted Beets and Gigantes. Taverna Style Greek Salad. Grilled Seasonal
Vegetables. Mediterranean Chopped Salad. Small Plates. Greek "Fritto Misto". Shrimp
"Santorini". Vegetarian Meze. Spinach Triangles. Crispy Half Chicken "Under Brick". Yellowfin
Tuna and Olive Skewers. Grilled Whole Branzino. Braised Lamb Shank "Yiouvetsi". Butternut
Squash, Portobello and Haloumi Skewers. Stuffed Pepper "Gemista". Housemade Pasta.
Maltagliati with Lamb Ragu. Tagliatelle with Seafood. Pappardelle with Mushrooms. Burgers and
Flatbreads. Grilled 8 Oz Burger. Mushroom, Bacon and Onion Flatbread. View full menu. For
menu edits, please contact SinglePlatform at What people are saying Write a review. Sort by.
Highest rating. Lowest rating. Overall 4 food 4 service 5 ambience 4. Overall 5 food 5 service 5
ambience 5. Overall 4 food 5 service 5 ambience 4. Dined on September 29, Dined on September
24, Dined on September 22, Overall 5 food 5 service 5 ambience 4. Dined on September 20,
Dined on September 13, Overall 5 food 5 service 4 ambience 5. Overall 3 food 3 service 5
ambience 4. It was delicious! Overall 3 food 2 service 2 ambience 3. Overall 1 food 2 service 1
ambience 1. Overall 4 food 4 service 4 ambience 4. Overall 4 food 4 service 3 ambience 4.
Overall 3 food 4 service 5 ambience 4. Great place! Overall 1 food 3 service 1 ambience 2.
Overall 4 food 5 service 1 ambience 3. Overall 5 food 5 service 4 ambience 3. Overall 4 food 4
service 4 ambience 3. Overall 3 food 4 service 1 ambience 3. Overall 1 food 3 service 3
ambience 2. Overall 4 food 5 service 5 ambience 3. Please sign in to record your input. Sign in
Maybe later. Report this review as inappropriate? If you believe this review should be removed
from OpenTable, please let us know and someone will investigate. Report Cancel. How is
Permanently Closed - Snack Eos restaurant rated? Our Sites OpenTable. Businesses Delight
more diners Open for Business Blog. OpenTable is part of Booking Holdings, the world leader
in online travel and related services. Using generative adversarial networks GAN , we can learn
how to create realistic-looking fake versions of almost anything, as shown by this collection of
sites that have sprung up in the past month. Learn how it works. The site that started it all, with
the name that says it all. Created using a style-based generative adversarial network StyleGAN ,
this website had the tech community buzzing with excitement and intrigue and inspired many
more sites. These purr-fect GAN-made cats will freshen your feeline-gs and make you wish you
could reach through your screen and cuddle them. Why bother trying to look for the perfect
home when you can create one instead? Just find a listing you like, buy some land, build it, and
then enjoy the rest of your life. This one is a little stranger than the others, but I bet you'll read
more of the plot summary than you expect. It's engrossing. It doesn't, but at the same time it
kind of does. Does that sound too cryptic? Click on it and you'll understand and look at the
URL. A simple but effective satire into the entire hype, but definitely doesn't use any deep
learning. If your IP address is in San Francisco, this site actually just redirects to a random
portfolio company from an AI-, blockchain-, or crypto-focused venture capital firm. Can you
spot the difference? Disclaimer: that was a joke. By generating seemingly realistic Stack
Overflow questions, you can keep this open on your computer to seem like you're actually

doing work. The most interesting aspect is the "Other Random Questions" section on the right
side of the page, which shows other equally synthetic questions. To showcase their resume
template builder, this company went as far as to incorporate TextgenRNN â€” not quite a GAN
but rather a recurrent neural network RNN specializing in text generation. While it doesn't
necessarily use Deep Learning, this site showcases the power of a relatively simple model's
ability to interpret emotions from facial expressions. The results may shock you. Or delight you.
Or anger you. Regardless, the site can identify the emotion. Drawing a beautiful parallel
between Generators and Discriminators in GANs and apprentices and masters in ceramics, this
site demonstrates the beautiful ability of neural networks to replicate the mastery of
professionals at yet another craft. Now we can generate lyrics for a song given a theme or topic.
If only we combined this with text-to-speech and a melody-generating model to create
completely original songs. Then the music industry would take GANs seriously. For when
you're feeling especially hungry and creative, this website will remind you that you're more
hungry and less creative than you thought. Honestly, if I had to quantify the site with the largest
value-add to humanity, this would be in the top three. Memes galore and so much more on
every pageload. Before I explain this site, you may want to take a seat, preferably in one of the
chairs generated by this GAN. What's more is that the chairs are all 3D and you can fine tune
the "weirdness. Note that this is an SMS chatbot. You can text it to get pictures of feet. The
pictures are animated. The feet are nonexistent. Why would you want to do this? Who knows.
Be inspired by minimalism, realism, post-modernism, pre-modernism, modernism, and
ancientism not actually a thing. No matter your art preferences, you can find it here with enough
refreshing. Who said drug discovery is hard? Just refresh until you find the right chemical. In all
seriousness, the fact that this renders a 3D model with the correct bond pairings is impressive.
Some of the horses have people on them, but it seems like they're also generated by the GAN
since something always seems a bit off with the people. The horses, as always, look great.
Using GPT-2, this website manages to generate words that sound like they should exist, but
don't. It's hard enough to tell what news is real and what news isn't with The Onion and the
craziness of the world today. But this site takes it a bit further by generating everything. And yet
it all seems so plausible With the state of politics in the world, who wouldn't want a refreshing
new face in charge? Unfortunately the faces this model generates don't actually exist, but they
still get my vote. This site was created with user experience in mind. You can pan the generated
ponies, zoom in, and even auto-expand on hover. And best of all, each pony is uniquely made
for you. Legend has it Elon used this website to design the Cybertruck. From there, he made
some slight changes to the curvature on the left windows, but that was it. It's not hard to see
why this site is impactful. In fact, while you're looking at this site, you might find this site
looking back at you. A helpful feature would be Sephora links to the shown makeup, but I
wouldn't hold your breath for that feature coming anytime soon. Surprisingly, butterflies look a
lot scarier up close and on your monitor. Or is that just me? It turns out there are insects
creepier than large butterflies. The next time your flight attendant tells you to close the window
shades, look no further than this website. With it, you can get a unique new overhead view
every time you refresh the page. And the best part is, you can almost make out your house from
up here! Looking to surprise someone special with a new recipe that'll leave them wondering
where you got your newly found culinary talents? Yeah, this is not the site for you. Visit at your
own peril â€” you'll never look at the Simpsons in the same way. I'm not sure exactly what to do
think of this. On the one hand, I learned the word "fursona" today. On the other hand, I
discovered the page "wikifur. These are strange times. Regardless, excellent execution of a
StyleGAN. Unable to see the wonders of space. Unable to see whether they're a Scorpio or a
Pisces â€” this site aims to solve that by democratizing access to the night sky. This X Does
Not Exist Using generative adversarial networks GAN , we can learn how to create
realistic-looking fake versions of almost anything, as shown by this collection of sites that have
sprung up in the past month. This Cat Does Not Exist These purr-fect GAN-made cats will
freshen your feeline-gs and make you wish you could reach through your screen and cuddle
them. This Rental Does Not Exist Why bother trying to look for the perfect home when you can
create one instead? This Waifu Does Not Exist This one is a little stranger than the others, but I
bet you'll read more of the plot summary than you expect. This Question Does Not Exist By
generating seemingly realistic Stack Overflow questions, you can keep this open on your
computer to seem like you're actually doing work. This Emotion Does Not Exist While it doesn't
necessarily use Deep Learning, this site showcases the power of a relatively simple model's
ability to interpret emotions from facial expressions. This Vessel Does Not Exist Drawing a
beautiful parallel between Generators and Discriminators in GANs and apprentices and masters
in ceramics, this site demonstrates the beautiful ability of neural networks to replicate the
mastery of professionals at yet another craft. This Snack Does Not Exist For when you're feeling

especially hungry and creative, this website will remind you that you're more hungry and less
creative than you thought. This Meme Does Not Exist Honestly, if I had to quantify the site with
the largest value-add to humanity, this would be in the top three. This Artwork Does Not Exist
Be inspired by minimalism, realism, post-modernism, pre-modernism, modernism, and
ancientism not actually a thing. This Horse Does Not Exist Some of the horses have people on
them, but it seems like they're also generated by the GAN since something always seems a bit
off with the people. This Satire Does Not Exist It's hard enough to tell what news is real and
what news isn't with The Onion and the craziness of the world today. This Butterfly Does Not
Exist Surprisingly, butterflies look a lot scarier up close and on your monitor. This City Does
Not Exist The next time your flight attendant tells you to close the window shades, look no
further than this website. This Food Blog Does Not Exist Looking to surprise someone special
with a new recipe that'll leave them wondering where you got your newly found culinary
talents? This particular restaurant is almost a month old but the kitchen and front of the house
worked like a well-oiled, experienced machine. The food was phenomenal and the wait staff
knew their stuff. The interior felt cozy yet modern with the warm wood and clean lines. The
warm slices of pita made it hard to stop filling up on this dip. Some sweet, crunchy bites of
beets and quince to contrast the bitter, tender salad greens and tart yogurt-based dressing.
Grilled octopus. The saba added a bracing acidity that was needed for this hearty dish. This
would make any cheese lover swooning. Cubes of meaty, tender swordfish skewered with
olives had a subtle tart-spicy flavor. The sweetbreads added some bit of crisp texture. The
artichoke and pomegranate gave the dish some acidity to cut through the hearty meats. The
Greek pistachio custard pie , called galaktoboureko in Greek, was an intensely pistachio
flavored, creamy semolina-based cake. The luxurious, savory, livery in a very good way , foie
flavor was prominent but then finished off on sweeter notes from the sweet dough and honey
that lingers on the palate. In all Snack EOS is an under the radar gem in this neighborhood. The
servers are familiar with the menu and are friendly yet professional. If you are looking for
delicious, creatively modern Greek food, this is the place to eat. Primary Mobile Navigation.
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